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Spirit of Success Launches â€œAmazing Workplaceâ€ 
Linda Ruhland July 26, 2017

"Amazing
Workplace" is a
book written by
distinguished
individuals whose
skills and
perspectives paint
a picture of how to
create an Amazing
Workplace.

(Newswire.net -- July 26, 2017) Hudson, WI -- Spirit of Success LLC is pleased to announce the release of its book
“Amazing Workplace: Creating the Conditions that Inspire Success.” The book is currently available through Amazon
and soon to be distributed by other booksellers as well.  

The rules for workplace engagement are changing. The market for talent is shifting as workers choose from an
increasing variety of opportunities at their fingertips. The process of talent selection once dominated by the employer
has transitioned to a higher level of the playing field. Job seekers are progressively becoming more selective in their
employment choices, basing their criteria on values that belong to a new type of workforce.  

As competition for talent increases, the supply of skilled talent appears to be diminishing. However, there are practical
and affordable ways in which to attract and keep top talent on your team. The authors of “Amazing Workplace” provide
a wealth of information derived from years of hands-on experience and training in their selected fields. Each of them
discusses workplace success from a different perspective, all of which harmonize into a singular theme that resonates
with high performance. Their combined efforts provide a balanced approach to solving the difficult challenges you face
with your most valuable asset: your people. 

Additionally, and in conjunction with the recent book launch, Spirit of Success LLC is bringing the benefits of “Amazing
Workplace” directly to organizations in the form of a live presentation. The “Amazing Workplace” presentation provides
50 minutes of some of the most insightful and immediate takeaways that the book has to offer. It is also a good way to
expose work teams to many of the practices it recommends. Like the book, the “Amazing Workplace” presentation is a
low-cost, high-value program concentrated with practical techniques that can make a significant difference in the way
people work together in an organization. As with the book, the content of the presentation delves into some of the less-
discussed, but vitally important factors that can mean the difference between performance success and failure. This
also means that much of the information provided has not been previously explored by workforces. 

The book is available on Amazon and on the Spirit of Business Success website. For more information on “Amazing
Workplace: Creating the Conditions that Inspire Success,” and how to introduce it to your workplace or team, please
contact Spirit of Success LLC .

About Spirit of Success LLC

Spirit of Business Success is a platform for successful development and growth of second-stage businesses and
beyond.

Spirit of Success LLC

511 2nd Street
Hudson, WI 54016
United States
651-230-0905
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